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Florida House of Representatives - 1982

HB 34

By Representatives Hollingsworth, Fontana, Thompson, Foster, and Clements
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An act relating to weapons and firearms;

3

amending s. 790.001(2), Florida Statutes,

4

redefining the term •concealed firearm• to

5

eliminate firearms carried in certain locations

6

in motor vehicles; providing an effective date.
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

9

Section l.

Subsection (2) of section 790.001, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
790.001

oefinitions.--The following words and phrases,

when used in this chapter, shall, for the purposes of this

chapter, have the meanings respectively ascribed to them in
this chapter, except where the context otherwise requires:
(2)

•concealed firearm• means any firearm, as defined

17

in subsection (6), when the same is carried on or about a

18

person in such a manner as to conceal said firearm from the

20
21

ordinary sight of another person. Any firearm (including a

starter gun) which is designed to or may be readily converted

to expel a projectile by the action of an explosive shall not

22

be defined as a •concealed firearm• if the firearm is carried

23

in a closed compartment located in the dashboard of a motor

24

vehicle, or if the firearm is a rifle or shotgun carried

25

behind the front seat of a truck.

26
27
28
29

(6)

•Firearm• means any weapon (including a starter

gun) which will, is designed to, or may readily be converted

to expel a projectile by the a�tion of an explosive, the frame
or receiver of any such weapon; any firearm muffler or firearm

30

silencer; any destructive device; or any machine gun.

31

term •firearm• shall not include an antique firearm unless the

The
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96-65-8-1
antique firearm is used in the commission of a riot: the

inciting or encouraging of a riot: or the commission of a

4
5
6

murder, an armed robbery, an aggravated assault, an aggravated 1.26
battery, a burglary, an aircraft piracy, a kidnapping, or a

sexual battery.

Section 2.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1982.

8

*****************************************

9

BOUSE SUMMARY

10
1l
12
13

Redefines the term •concealed firearm• to provide that
any firearm carried in a closed compartment in the
dashboard of a motor vehicle or any rifle or shotgun
carried behind the front seat of a truck shall not be
defined as a •concealed firearm.•

14

16
l7
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
2
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HB 34

By Coamfttee on Criminal Justice and Representatives Hollingsworth.
Fontana. Thompson. Foster and others
A bill to be entitled

An act relating to firearms and other weapons,
amending a. 790.25(2) and (3), Florida

3

,

�

li
i.!

Statutes, deleting an exclusion relating to

concealed weapons from the law dealing with the

s

lawful ownership, possession, and use of

6

firearms and other weapons, exempting certain

7

persons from the prohibition against carryi119
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.

weapons in public and private conveyances under
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..,.., 10
.,,_
u-

O<A

&....

ii

specified circwastances, providing legislative
intent, providing an effective date.

11

12

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

"' ,._ 13

.,

,: 0

l!
....
"' GI

14

Section 1.

Subsections (2) and

of section 790.25,

!115
,!,'!; 16

Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

"'!
!� 18

firearms and other weapons.--

,� �
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tf

shall not apply to the following:

f!

a. ....

790.25 Lawful ownership, possession, and use of

17

( 2)

� .� 19

-

0

:? �

22

(a)

23

�i 2�
-:;;

A

The protections of this section

person who has been adjudged mentally

incompetent, who is addicted to the use of narcotics or any

similar drug, or is a habitual or chronic alcoholic, or any

25

person using weapons or firearms in violation of as. 790.07-

�

27

LAWFUL USES. --'l!l\4:e-eee41ieft-eheU-ftM-e1t41hMiH

9y-;99y&¼-and-aT-;99T9aT

u� 21

.., IJ,.

- GI

(3)

790.12, 790.14-790.19, 790.21-790.241

(b) Vagrants and other undesirable persons as defined
�j
29j in s. 856.02;
I

I

30 I
I

31 I
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A per90ft in or about a place of nuisance as

2 defined in •• 823.05, unless such person shall be there for

J law enforc•-nt or soae other lawful pur�•••

1.20

1.21

s

1� 22
_
(3) BXCBHIQIIS.--Th• provie}.ons of ••• 790.0l, 790.0SL 1.23
and 790.06 relating to fire1ru or other wepn• shall not

6

apply in the followi� inatancea an4, despite said sections,

7

it ahall be lawful for the following pereona to own, possess,

• I end lawfully use firearu an4 other weapons, U111Unition, and
9

'8
Jl
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11
W
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19

20
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D
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25

»
11

a
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30
31

auppliea for lawful PQrpc;,aea:

(a)_ �r• of the Milt;tia, National Guard, Florida

State Guard, Aray, Ra,,y, Air FoJce, Marine Corps, Coast Guard,

the or9aniaed_r,-.rvea, and other armed forces of the state

an4 of the united.States, when on duty, or when training or

preparing theaeelvea for ailitary duty, or while subject to

1.2,

1.27

1.21

1.29

1.30

1.31
1.32

recall or aobiliaation,

1.33

roroea under •• 2, Art. X of1. the State Constitution, chapters

�.34

u-a.intn, or preparint the■ae1v,a for military duty,

1.36

duties under ch,pter 252t

1.37

(bl

Citiaena of Plorida subject to duty in the Armed

250 and 251, ·and under fttderal laws, uen on duty or when
Cc)

Persons carrying out or training for civil �efense

(�)

Sheriffs, urshals, prison or jail wardens,

pollcuen1 Florida highway patrolmen, game wardens, revenue

officers, forest officials, special officers appointed under
the psoviaiona_ of chapter 354, and other �• ,ind law

enforcement offie4tra, their deputies and assistants, full-time
paid P4ta<:e officers Qf other statea and of the Federal

Governaent who are carrying out official duties while in
Florida;

(el

Officers or employees 0£. the state or United

States duly authorized to carry a concealed weapon,
2
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1.36
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1.41
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189-200-1-2
(f)

Guards or messengers of co1111DOn carriers, express

2

companies, armored car carriers, mail carriers, banks, and

3

other financial institutions, while actually employed in and

4

about the shipment, transporta�ion, or delivery of any money,

5

treasure, bullion, bonds, or other thing of value within this

6

state,

(g)

Regularly enrolled members of any organization

1.n

8

duly authorized to purchase or receive we�pons frOlll the United

1.48

9

States or from this state, or regularly enrolled members of

1.49

10

clubs organized for target, skeet, or trapshooting, while at,

1.50

11

or going to or from shooting practice, or regularly enrolled

12

members of clubs organized for modern or antique firearms
collecting, while such members are at or going to or from

13

their collectors' gun shows, conventions, or exhibits,

14

(h)

15

A person while engaged in fishing, camping, or

lawful hunting, or while going to or returning from a fishing,
\
11 camping, or lawful hunting expedition,

l.Sl
1.52
l.53

l.54

16

181
(i) A person engaged in the business of manufacturing,
l
191 repairing, or dealing in firearms, or the agent or
20 I
I
21i
22:

representative of any such person while engaged in the lawful

I

251
I
26 j

27 i
28

�

l.SS
l.56

l.S7

course of such business;
(j)

A person firing weapons for testing or target

231 practice under safe conditions and in a safe place not

241'

1.55

prohibited by law, or while going to or from said place,

l.57

l.S8
l.S9

(kl

A person firing weapons in a safe and secure

l.59

(l)

Any person traveling by private conveyance when

1.60

indoor range for testing and target practice;

the weapon is securely encased, or is in a locked compartment,
including a glove compartment or other lockable interior

1.60
1.62
1.63

lOj compartment, or is placed in the interior of the conveyance in
31

I such a location or in such a manner that it is not readily
3
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2

acceaaibl& for· Y9!'\iate uez or in a public conveyance when
the' wapon is securely encaaed, unloaded, and not in.!

1.67

3' person•• -.nual oc constructive possession,

'
5

6
1

(at

a aec,ure wrapper, concealed or otherwise, fr011 the place of

purchase to his bOIN or place of business or to a place of

repair or back to his hcae or place of businesst

8
9

Any person while carrying a pistol unloaded and in 1.69

A person possessing aras at his home or place of

1.72

(o)

Investigators employed by the several public

1.73

11

defenders of the state, while actually carrying out official

13

employed, provided said investigators:

12

duties within the judicial circuits in which they are

1.74

1. Are employed- on a full-time basis,

1.75

14

2. Meet the official training standards for firearms

15

M
17
18

21

22
23

2'ii

1.76

u established by the Police Standards and Training Commission 1.77

as provided in s. 943.12(1) and the requirements of ss.

493.21(2) (a) and 943.13(1)-{f), and

1.78

consent signed by the employing public defender and filed with

1.79

3. Are individually designated by an affidavit of

19

�

1,71

{n)

business,

111

1,70

the clerk of the circuit court in the county in which the
employing public defender resides.
Section 2.

It is the intent of the Legislature that

this act shall be liberally construed in favor of the lawful

25/ use, ownership, and possession, of firearms, as provided in s.

76i 790.25, Florida statutes.
27 i
Section 3. This act shall take effect upon becoming a
ll' law.
29.

31
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2

ROO'SB SUMMARY

3

Provides that any person traveling by private conveyance
may be in possession of a weapon if it is securely
encased or is in a locked CC.partllent (including a glove
compartment or other lockable interior compartment) or is
placed in the interior of the conveyance in such a
location or in such a manner that it is not readily
accessible for immediate use. Provides that any person
traveling by public conveyance may be in possession of a
weapon if it is securely encased, unloaded, and not in a
person's manual or constructive possession.

6

8

10

12
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By Committee on Criminal Justice :and Representatives Hollingsworth.
Fontana, Thompson, Foster, Clements and others
A bill to be entitled

An act relating to firearu and other weapon■,

2

·amending s. 790.25(2) anc! (3), Florida

3

Statutes, deleting an exclusion relating to
concealed weapons froa the law dealing with the

lawful ownership, possession, and use of

firearms and other weapons, exempting certain
persons froa the prohibition against carryi119

weapons in public and private conveyances uncler
specified circumstances, providing legislatl•e
intent; providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section l.

Subsections (2) and (3) of section 790.25,

Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

790.25 Lawful ownership, possession, and use of

firearms and other weapons.-(2)
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■T-;98T8¼-eri-•T-;9&T8iw The protections of this section
ahall not apply to the following:
(a)

A person who has been adjudged mentally

incompetent, who is addicted to the use of narcotics or any
similar drug, or is a habitual or chronic alcoholic, or any

25

person using weapons or firearu in violation of ss. 790.07-

26

211
29

i

301
3T

790.12, 790.14-790.19, 790.21-790.241
(b)

Vagrants and other undesirable persons as defined

in s. 856.021
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Cf)

Guards or messengers of co111111on carriers, expre••

companies, armored car carriers, mail carriers, banks, and

2

3

other financial institutions, while actually emploYed in and

'

about the shipment, transportation, or delivery of any 110ney,

1.41

treasure, bullion, bonds, or other thing of value within this

5

state;

6
7

(g) ,Regularly enrolled members of any organization

8

duly authorized to purchase or receive we�pona froa the United

9

States or from this state, or -regularly enrolled aellbers of

l.4

1.4

l.4

l.5

10

clubs organized for target, skeet, or trapshooting, while at,

11

or going to or from shooting practice; or regularly enrolled

1.5

collecting, while such members are at or going to or froa

1.5

members of clubs organized for modern or antique firearms

12
13

their collectors• gun shows, conventions, or exhibits,

14

(h)

IS
16
17

1.5

lawful hunting, or while going to or returning froa a fishing,

i

camping, or lawful hunting expedition,
(i)

18

A person engaged in the business of manufacturing,

repairing, or dealing in firearms, or the agent or

19

21

A person while engaged in fishing, camping, or

1.5

i

22;

representative of any such person while engaged in the lawful

l.!I

1.5
l.!I
l.!I

course of such business,
(j)

A person firing weapons for testing or target

23j practice under safe conditions and in a safe place not

241
25 !

'

26 i

27j
28 !

'

29 !

30 /

prohibited by law, or while going to or from said place,
(k)

A person firing weapons in a safe and secure

(l)

Any person traveling by private conveyance when

indoor range for testing and target practice;

the weapon is securely encased, or is in a locked compartment,
including a glove compartment or other lockable interior

compartment, or is placed in the interior of the conveyance in

3,l such a location or in such a manner that it is not readily
3
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Florida House of Representatives - 1982

HB 289

By Representative Hagler
A bill to be entitled
2
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3

amending s. 790.001(2), Florida Statutes;

4

removing firearms located within a private
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firearm"; amending s. 790.05, Florida Statutes,
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An act relating to weapons and firearms,

7

providing that persons licensed to carry

8

concealed firearms may carry or have in their

9

manual possession certain weapons without being

10

otherwise licensed by a county sheriff1

11

amending s. 790.06, Florida Statutes; providing

12

procedures for the issuance of a statewide

13

license for the carrying of concealed firearms,

14

providing grounds for denial of a license

15

application; providing for application fees;

16

providing for license revocation in certain

17

circumstances, amending s. 790.25(3)(ll,

:(l!

�.e

18

Florida Statutes; deleting the requirement that

+> C

t�
..,..,

19

firearms and other weapons be securely encased

...

20

by persons traveling in private conveyances;

21

providing an effective date.

.,

22

.. 41

23
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

24
25
26

27
28

Section l.

Subsection (2) of section 790.001, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
790.001

Definitions.--The following words and phrases,

when used in this chapter, shall, for the purposes of this

29

chapter, have the meanings respectively ascribed to thui in

30

this chapter, except where the context otherwise requires:

31
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(2)

•eoncealed firearm• -ans any firearm, as•defined

2 in subaection (6), when the same is carried on or about a

3 person in such a manner as to conceal said firear■ from the

,,

, ordinary sight of another person, except that a firearm shall
)

s not be included within the definition of a •concealed firearm•

• 6 if the firearm is located anvwhere within a private
1 conveyance.

•

(6)

•Pirearm• -ans any weapon (including a starter

9 gunJ which will, is designed to, or -Y readily be converted

10 to expel a projectile by the action of an explosive, the frame

11 or receiver of any euch weapon, any firearm muffler or firearm
12 silencer, any destructive device, or any machine gun. The

13 tera •firearm• shall not include an antique firearm unless the

1, antique fireara is used in the com■ission of a riot, the

15 inciting or encouraging of a riot, or the commission of a

16 au.rder, an ar-d robbery, an aggravated assault, an aggravated
17 battery, a burglary, an aircraft piracy, a kidnapping, or a
18 sexual battery.
19

20
21

Section 2.

Section 790.05, Florida Statutes, is

aaended to read:

790.0S

Penalty for carrying pistol, electric weapon or

22 device, or repeating rifle without first obtaining license.-23 Whoever shall carry around with him, or have in his manual

2"

possession, in any county in this state, any pistol, electric

25 weapon or device, or Winchester rifle or other repeating rifle

26 without having a license from a county sheriff 41he-ee11n41y

11 �n•¼el!leH-ef-41he-Hepee414:••-ee11n414:ee of this state shall

28 be guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as

2'

prov�ded in a. 775.082, •· 775.083, or s. 775.0841 provided,

31

city or town marshals, polic...n, or United States marshals or

30 this section shall not apply to sheriffs, deputy sheriffs,
2
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their deputies as to the carrying of concealed weaponS.L...J:!!.
persons licensed to carry concealed firearms.
Section 3.

Section 79Q.06, Florida Statutes, is

4 amended to read:
5

(Substantial rewording of section.

6

s. 790.06, F.S., for present text.)

7

790.06

8

(!)

See

How license procured.--

Any united States citizen who is a resident of the

9 state wishing to carry a concealed firearm may apply to any
10

county sheriff for a license to carry a concealed firearm on

11

the person within the state.

12

record of the applicant's fingerprints, which shall be filed

13

with the county sheriff, and a nonrefundable application fee

The application shall include a

14 not to exceed $50 for an applicant not previously licensed
15

under this section or not to exceed $25 for an applicant

16 seeking to renew a license.

The sheriff shall conduct an

17 investigation of the applicant and shall issue the license
18

within 90 days of receipt of the application, unless the

19 sheriff finds just cause for denial of the application based
20 solely on the ground that the applicant:
21
22

( a)

(bl

Is less than 21 years of age i

Has been adjudicated an unlawful user of, or

23 addicted to, any controlled substance defined in chapter 893,
24
25

unless such adjudication has been reversed or vacated;
(cl

Has been convicted of a violation of s. 790.07 or

�

an equivalent offense under federal or state law, unless 7

27

years have elapsed since the person has been restored to his

�

civil rightsi

�

30
31

(d)

Has been adjudicated a mental incompetent or has

been committed to a mental institution as being dangerous to
himself or others, unless he possesses a certificate of a
3
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aedical doctor licensed in this state that he no longer

2 auffera from disability,
(e)

s

Has been adjudicated to be habitually addicted to

4 the use of alcohol, unless such adjudication is reversed or

s vacated 1 or
(f)

6

Suffers from a severe physical infirmity which

prevents the safe handling of a firearm.
8

9 If the sheriff denies the application for a license he shall
lO so notify the applicant in writing, stipulating the ground for
11 denial.
12

(2)

The sheriff shall issue a license to carry

13 concealed firearms on the person to an applicant who is not
14 specifically disqualified upon receiving from the applicant a
1� bond payable to the Governor in the sum of $100, conditioned
16

17

11

on the lawful use of firearms carried.

The license shall be

valid anywhere within the state for a period of 2 years.
(3)

A license to carry concealed firearms shall be

19

automatically revoked if the licensee becomes ineligible under

20

the grounds enumerated in subsection (1).

,,

22
23

Section 4.

Paragraph (1) of subsection (3) of section

790.25, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
790.25

Lawful ownership, possession, and use of

firearms and other weapons.-(3)

BXCEP'l'IONS.--The provisions of ss. 790.0S and

�• 790.06 shall not apply in the following instances and, despite
V

said sections, it shall be lawful for the following persons to

2t' own, possess, and lawfully use fitearms and other weapons,
29 1 aaunition, and supplies for lawful purposes:
30'

(l)

Any person traveling by private conveyance� wheft

lli •he-weapeft-¼s-see�re¼y-eftease•T-er In a public conveyance when
4
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the weapon is securely encased and not in person's manual
2 possession:
Section s.

3
4

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

law.

*****************************************
SENATE SUMMARY

9
10
11
12
13
14

Excludes firearms located within certain motor vehicles
from the definiton of •concealed firearm." Provides that
persons licensed to carry concealed firearms need not be
otherwise licensed by the county sheriff in order to
carry or have in their manual possession certain weapons,
Provides procedures for the issuance of a statewide
license to carry concealed firearms. Provides grounds
for denial of a license. Provides for application fees.
Provides that a license shall be automatically revoked if
the licensee becomes ineligible to hold a license.
Deletes the requirement that firearms and other weapons
be securely encased by persons traveling in private
conveyances.

15

16
17
18

19
20
21
22

23
24

25
26
27
28
29
30

31

5
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By Senator Langley
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65

See EB
A bill to be entitled

An act relating to weapons and firearms;
4

amending s. 790.001(2), Florida Statutes,
redefining the term "concealed firearm" to

5

eliminate firearms carried in certain locations

6

in motor vehicles; providing an effective date.

7
8

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

9

10
11
12

Sec�ion 1.

Subsection (2) of section 790.001, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
790.001

Definitions.--The following words and phrases,

13

when used in this chapter, shall, for the purposes of this

14

chapter, have the meanings respectively ascribed to them in

15

this chapter, except where the context otherwise requires:

16

(2)

"Concealed firearm" means any firearm, as defined

17

in subsection (6), when the same is carried on or about a

18

person in such a manner as to conceal said firearm from the

19

ordinary sight of another person.

20

starter ���) which is designed to or may be readily converted

21

to exoel a projectile by the action of an exolosive shall not

22

be defined as a "concealed firearm" if the firearm is carried

___,.23

Any firearm (including a

in a closed compartment located in the dashboard of a motor

24

vehicle, or if the firearm is a rifle or shotgun carried

25

behind the front seat of a truck.

�26
W,27

(6)

"Firearm" means any weapon (including a starter

gun) which will, is designed to, or may readily be converted

28

to expel a projectile by the action of an explosive; the frame

29

or receiver of any such weapon; any firearm muffler or firearm

30

silencer; any destructive device; or any machine gun.

31

term "firearm" shall not include an antique firearm unless the

The

1
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See HB
1

antique firearm is used in the commission of a riot; the

2

inciting or encouraging of a riot; or the commission of a

3

murder, an armed robbery, an aggravated assault, an aggravated

4

battery, a burglary, an aircraft piracy, a kidnapping, or a

5

sexual battery.

6

Section 2.

This act shall take effect July l, 1982.

7
8

*****************************************

9

HOUSE SUMMARY

10
11

12

Redefines the term "concealed firearm" to provide that
any firearm carried in a closed compartment in the
dashboard of a motor vehicle or any rifle or shotgun
carried behind the front seat of a truck shall not be
defined as a "concealed firearm."

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

31
2
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By Senator Barren
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A bill to be entitled

1

An act relating to weapons and firearms;
amending s. 790.001(2), Florida Statutes;
4

removing firearms located within a private

5

conveyance from the definition of "concealed

6

firearm"; amending s. 790.05, Florida Statutes;

7

providing that persons licensed to carry

8

concealed firearms may carry or have in their

9

e

.2

.e

manual possession certain weapons without being

10

otherwise licensed by a county sheriff;

11

amending s. 790.06, Florida Statutes; providing

12

procedures for the issuance of a statewide

13

license for the carrying of concealed firearms;

14

providing grounds for denial of a license

15

application; providing for application fees;

16

providing for license revocation in certain

17

circumstances; amending s. 790.25(3)(1),

18

Florida Statutes; deleting the requirement that

19

firearms and other weapons be securely encased

20

by persons traveling in private conveyances;

21

providing an effective date.

22

...

23

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Subsection (2) of section 790.001, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
27

790.001

Definitions.--The following words and phrases,

when used in this chapter, shall, for the purposes of this
29

chapter, have the meanings respectively ascribed to them in

30

this chapter, except where the context otherwise requires:

31
l
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l

(2)

"Concealed firearm" means any firearm, as defined

2

in subsection (6), when the same is carried on or about a

3

person in such a manner as to conceal said firearm from the

4

ordinary sight of another person, except that a firearm shall

5

not be included within the definition of a "concealed firearm"

6

if the firearm is located anywhere within a private

7

convevance.

8
9

(6)

"Firearm" means any weapon (including a starter

gun) which will, is designed to, or may readily be converted

10

to expel a proJectile by the action of an explosive; the frame

11

or receiver of any such weapon; any firearm muffler or firearm

12

silencer; any destructive device; or any machine gun.

13

term "firearm" shall not include an antique firearm unless the

14

antique firearm is used in the commission of a riot; the

15

inciting or encouraging of a riot; or the commission of a

16

murder, an armed robbery, an aggravated assault, an aggravated

17

battery, a burglary, an aircraft piracy, a kidnapping, or a

18

sexual battery.

19
20
21

Section 2.

The

Section 790.05, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
790.05

Penalty for carrying pistol, electric weapon or

22

device, or repeating rifle without first obtaining license.-

23

Whoever shall carry around with him, or have in his manual

24

possession, in any county in this state, any pistol, electric

25

weapon or device, or Winchester rifle or other repeating rifle

26

without having a license from a county sheriff ��e ee�a�y

27

eellll!l¼eeieae�e ei �e �ee�ee�ive ee�a��ee of this state shall

28

be guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as

29

provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084; provided,

30

this section shall not apply to sheriffs, deputy sheriffs,

31

city or town marshals, policemen, or United States marshals or
2
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their deputies as to the carrying of concealed weaponsL......9..E
persons licensed to carry concealed firearms.
Section 3.
4

Section 790.05, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:

5

(Substantial rewording of section.

5

s. 790.05, F.S., for present text.}

7

790.05

a
9

10
11

12

13

(1)

See

How license procured.--

Any United States citizen who is a resident of the

state wishing to carry a concealed firearm may apply to any
county sheriff for a license to carry a concealed firearm on
the person within the state.

The application shall include a

record of the applicant's fingerprints, which shall be filed
with the county sheriff, and a nonrefundable application fee
not to exceed $50 for an applicant not previously licensed
under this section or not to exceed $25 for an applicant

15
17

seeking to renew a license.

The sheriff shall conduct an

investigation of the applicant and shall issue the license

18

within 90 days of receipt of the application, unless the

19

sheriff finds just cause for denial of the application based

20

solely on the ground that the applicant:

21

(a)

Is less than 21 years of age;

22

(b)

Has been adjudicated an unlawful user of, or

23
24

addicted to, any con�rolled substance defined in chapter 893,
unless such adjudication has been reversed or vacated;
(c)

Has been convicted of a violation of s. 790.07 or

25
25

an equivalent offense under federal or state law, unless 7

27

years have elapsed since the person has been restored to his
civil rights;

29
30
31

[d)

Has been adjudicated a mental incompetent or has

been committed to a mental institution as being dangerous to
himself or others, unless he possesses a certificate of a
3
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l

medical doctor licensed in this state that he no longer

2

suffers from disability;

3

(e)

Has been adjudicated to be habitually addicted to

4

the use of alcohol, unless such adjudication is reversed or

5

vacated; or

6
7

(f)

Suffers from a severe physical infirmity which

prevents the safe handling of a firearm.

8
9

If the sheriff denies the application for a license he shall

10

so notify the applicant in writing, stipulating the ground for

ll

denial.

12

(2)

The sheriff shall issue a license to carry

13

concealed firearms on the person to an applicant who is not

14

specifically disqualified upon receiving from the applicant a

15

bond payable to the Governor in the sum of $100, conditioned

16

on the lawful use of firearms carried.

17

valid anywhere within the state for a period of 2 years.

18

(3)

The license shall be

A license to carry concealed firearms shall be

19

automatically revoked if the licensee becomes ineligible under

20

the grounds enumerated in subsection (l).

21
22
23
24
25
26

Section 4.

Paragraph (l) of subsection (3) of section

790.25, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
790.25

Lawful ownership, possession, and use of

firearms and other weapons.-(3)

EXCEPTIONS.--The provisions of ss. 790.05 and

790.06 shall not apply in the following instances and, despite

27

said sections, it shall be lawful for the following persons to

28

own, possess, and lawfully use firearms and other weapons,

29

ammunition, and supplies for lawful purposes:

30
31

(l)

Any person traveling by private conveyance�

wAea

�Ae wee�ea �e eee��e¼y eaeeeea7 e� In a public conveyance when
4
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the weapon is securely encased and not in person's manual
possession;
Section 5.
4

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

law.

5
6
7

SENATE SUMMARY

8

Excludes firearms located within certain motor vehicles
from the definiton of "concealed firearm." Provides that
persons licensed to carry concealed firearms need not be
otherwise licensed by the county sheriff in order to
carry or have in their manual possession certain weapons.
Provides procedures for the issuance of a statewide
license to carry concealed firearms. Provides grounds
for denial of a license. Provides for application fees.
Provides that a license shall be automatically revoked if
the licensee becomes ineligible to hold a license.
Deletes the requirement that firearms and other weapons
be securely encased by persons traveling in private
conveyances.

9
10
11
12
13

16
17

20
21
22
23
24
26
27
29
30
31
5
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A bill to be entitled

2

An act relating to weapons and firearms;

3

amending s. 790.001, Florida Statutes, and

4

adding subsection (15) to said section;

5

defining "securely encased"; amending s.

6

790.25(2) and (3), Florida Statutes; deleting

7

the concealed weapon exclusion from subsection

8

(2) and excepting the application of the

9

concealed weapons provision from subsection (3)

10

and further exempting certain persons from the

11

prohibition of carrying weapons in conveyances

12

under specified circumstances; providing

13

legislative intent; providing an effective

14

date

15
16

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

17
18
19
20

Section 1.

Subsection (15) is added to section

790.001, Florida Statutes, to read:
790.001

Definitions.--The following words and phrases,

21

when used in this chapter, shall, for the purposes of this

22

chapter, have the meanings respectively ascribed to them in

23

this chapter, except where the context otherwise requires:

24

(15)

"Securely encased" means placed in a container or

25

receptacle which is locked or which is so designed and used as

26

to render the weapon not readily retrievable by the operator

27

of or passenger in a conveyance.

28
29
30
31

Section 2.

Subsections (2) and (3) of section 790.25,

Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
790.25

Lawful ownership, possession, and use of

firearms and other weapons.-1
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1
2
3

s� �99�9¼ afta s� �ge�eB� The protections of this section shall

4

not apply to the following:

5
6

(a)

A person who has been adjudged mentally

incompetent, who is addicted to the use of narcotics or any

7

similar drug, or is a habitual or chronic alcoholic, or any

8

person using weapons or firearms in violation of ss. 790.07-

9

790.12, 790.14-790.19, 790.21-790.24;

10
11
12

(b)

Vagrants and other undesirable persons as defined

in s. 856.02;
(c)

A person in or about a place of nuisance as

13

defined in s. 823.05, unless such person shall be there for

14

law enforcement or some other lawful purpose.

15

(3)

EXCEPTIONS.--The provisions of ss. 790.01, 790.05

16

and 790.06, relating to weapons and firearms, shall not apply

17

in the following instances and, despite said sections, it

18

shall be lawful for the following persons to own, possess, and

19

lawfully use firearms and other weapons, ammunition, and

20

supplies for lawful purposes:

21

(a)

Members of the Militia, National Guard, Florida

22

State Guard, Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, Coast Guard,

23

the organized reserves, and other armed forces of the state

24

and of the United States, when on duty, or when training or

25

preparing themselves for military duty, or while subject to

26

recall or mobilization;

27

(b)

Citizens of Florida subject to duty in the Armed

28

Forces under s. 2, Art. X of the State Constitution, chapters

29

250 and 251, and under fede=al laws, when on duty or when

30

training or preparing themse:·,es for mih tary duty;

31
2
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(c)

1
2

Persons carrying out or training for civil defense

duties under chapter 252;

3

(d)

Sheriffs, marshals, prison or jail wardens,

4

policemen, Florida highway patrolmen, game wardens, revenue

5

officers, forest officials, special officers appointed under

6

the provisions of chapter 354, and other peace and law

7

enforcement officers, their deputies and assistants, full-time

8

paid peace officers of other states and of the Federal

9

Government who are carrying out official duties while in

10

Florida;
(e)

11
12

States duly authorized to carry a concealed weapon;
(f)

13
14

Officers or employees of the state or United
Guards or messengers of common carriers, express

companies, armored car carriers, mail carriers, banks, and

15

other financial institutions, while actually employed in and

16

about the shipment, transportation, or delivery of any money,

17

treasure, bullion, bonds, or other thing of value within this

18

state;

19

(g)

Regularly enrolled members of any organization

20

duly authorized to purchase or receive weapons from the United

21

States or from this state, or regularly enrolled members of

22

clubs organized for target, skeet, or trapshooting, while at,

23

or going to or from shooting practice; or regularly enrolled

24

members of clubs organized for modern or antique firearms

25

collecting, while such members are at or going to or from

26

their collectors' gun shows, conventions, or exhibits;

27

(h)

A person while engaged in fishing, camping, or

28

lawful hunting, or while going to or returning from a fishing,

29

camping, or lawful hunting expedition;

30
31

(i)

A person engaged in the business of manufacturing,

repairing, or dealing in firearms, or the agent or
3
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representative of any such person while engaged in the lawful

2

course of such business;

3

(j)

A person firing weapons for testing or target

4

practice under safe conditions and in a safe place not

5

prohibited by law, or while going to or from said place;

6
7
8
9

(k)

A person firing weapons in a safe and secure

indoor range for testing and target practice;
(l)

Any person traveling by private conveyance when

the weapon is securely encased, or is in a locked compartment,

10

or is a rifle or shotgun, other than as defined in s.

ll

790.001(10) and (11), which is not readily retrievable, or in

12

a public conveyance when the weapon is securely encased and

13

not in person's manual or constructive possession;

14

(m)

Any person while carrying a pistol unloaded and in

15

a secure wrapper, concealed or otherwise, from the place of

16

purchase to his home or place of business or to a place of

17

repair or back to his home or place of business;

18
19
20
21

(n)

A person possessing arms at his home or place of

business;
(o)

Investigators employed by the several public

defenders of the state, while actually carrying out official

22

duties within the judicial circuits in which they are

23

employed, provided said investigators:

24

1.

25

2. 'Meet the official training standards for firearms

Are employed on a full-time basis;

26

as established by the Criminal Justice Peiiee Standards and

,27

Training Commission as provided in s. 943.12(1) and the

28

requirements of ss. 493.21(2)(a) and 943.13(1)-(4); and

29
30
31

3.

Are individually designated by an affidavit of

consent signed by the employing public defender and filed with
4
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the clerk of the circuit court in the county in which the
employing public defender resides.
Section 3.

It is the intent of the Legislature that

this act be liberally construed in favor of the lawful use,
5

ownership, and possession of firearms, as provided in s.

6

790.25, Florida Statutes.

7

Section 4.

8
9
10

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

law.

*****************************************

11

SENATE SUMMARY

12

Provides a definition of "securely encased" as applied to
firearms. Provides exceptions from the prohibition
against carrying a concealed weapon without a permit for
certain persons lawfully using or possessing firearms.
Expands the exception for certain persons traveling by
private or public conveyance and possessing a firearm.

13

e::
14

17

18
ei9
20
21
22
23
24
25
27

30
31

5
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SUMMARY:

A.

Present Situation:
Section 790 .001(2), Florida Statutes, defines "concealed
firearm'' as any firearm carried on or about a person in
a manner that conceals the firearm from the ordinary sight
of another person. In Ensor v. State, 403 So.2d 349
(Fla. 1981), the Florida Supreme Court addressed the
question: Under what circumstances is a firearm "concealed".
The Court stated that for a firearm to be concealed it must
be on or about the person and hidden from the ordinary
sight of another person. The Court went on to say that
the "on or about the person" test means physically on the
person or readily accessible to him. The Court found that
this generally includes the interior of an automobile and
the glove compartment, whether it is locked or not. The
Court defined the term "ordinary sight of another person"
as "the casual and ordinary observation of another in the
normal associations of life. " The Court stated that the
ordinary observation by people does not generally include
the floorboard of a vehicle, whether or not a weapon is
wholly or partially visible.
Section 790.05 makes it unlawful for a person to carry or
have in his manual possession a pistol, electrical weapon,
or repeating rifle without having a license from the
board of county commissioners.
Section 790.06 provides that the county commissioners
of the respective counties may adopt by ordinance a uniform
policy and procedure for issuing licenses to carry concealed
weapons. The license may be issued only to people 18 or
older who are of good moral character. The applicant must
post a bond of $100, and the license, if issued, shall be
good for two years in the county in which it is issued.
In establishing the policy and procedure for issuing
licenses, the board is required to consider, but is not
limited to, the following criteria:
(1) The applicant is not an unlawful user of, or addicted
to, any controlled substance;
(2) Whether the applicant has been convicted of disp�aying,
attempting to use, or carrying a concealed firearm while
committing or attempting to commit a felony, or while under
indictment;
(3) Whether the applicant has been adjudicated a mental
incompetent or has been committed to a mental institution
as being dangerous to himself or others.
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The commissioners must keep a record of the name of each
licensee and a description of the firearm that the licensee
is authorized to carry.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill amends the definition of "concealed firearm".
The result is that a firearm could be lawfully carried
anywhere within a private conveyance.
Section 790.05 as amended requires that a person have
a license from a county sheriff of this state in order
to lawfully carry a pistol, electrical weapon, or repeating
rifle.
Section 790.06, as amended, changes the licensing authority
from the county commissioners to the county sheriffs.
This bill requires that the application include a record
of the applicant's fingerprints. The maximum application
fee is $50 for a new license and $25 for a renewed license.
The sheriff is required to conduct an investigation of
the applicant and shall issue the license after the
applicant posts a $100 bond payable to the Governor,
unless the sheriff finds just cause for denial based
solely on the criteria specified in the bill.
The license to carry a concealed firearm shall be valid
throughout the state for a period of two years.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A. Public:
Each applicant for a license to carry a concealed firearm
would pay an application fee not to exceed $50 in addition
to the $100 bond that is presently required.
B. Government:
None

III.

COMMENTS:
None

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
None
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SUMMARY
A. Present Situation:
Section 790.001(2), Florida Statutes, defines "concealed firearm" as any
firearm carried on or about a person in a manner than conceals the
firearm from the ordinary sioht of another person. In Ensor v. State,
403 So.2d 349 {Fla. 1981), the Florida Supreme Court addressed the
question: Under what circumstances is a firearm "concealed"? The
Court stated that for a firearm to be concealed it must be on or about
the person and hidden from the ordinary sight of another person. The
Court went onto say that the "on or about the person" test means
physically on the person or readily accessible to him. The Court found
that this generally includes the interior of an automobile and the glove
compartment, whether it is locked or not. The Court defined the term
"ordinary sight of another person" as the "casual and ordinary observatio
of another in the normal associations of life." The Court stated that
the ordinary observation by people does not generally include the floor
board of a vehicle, whether or not a weapon is wholly or partially
visible.
B. Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill provides that concealed firearms or other weapons may be
lawfully possessed in a vehicle if they are securely encased or not
readily accessible for immediate use. The bill defines "readily
accessible for immediate use" as having a firearm or other weapon
that can be used as quickly as if it were carried on the person.
This bill also provides that it is lawful to possess a concealed
weapon in or about a vehicle if a person "reasonably and in good
faith believes" that the weapon is necessary for his protection.
Legal firearms other than handguns may be carried inside a vehicle
if they are being carried for a lawful purpose.
This bill also prohibits carrying a concealed firearm or other weapon
on the person.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE
None.

A.

Public:

8.

Government:

None.
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III. COMMENTS
A.

Governor's Stated Reason for Veto:
In his veto message the Governor stated that instead of clarifying the
law so that citizens would know under what circumstances they could have
a gun in their vehicle, CS/HB 34 added confusion to a chapter of Florida
Statutes which is already unclear.
The �overnor stated that confusion was caused by the language that
provides that a person may possess a concealed weapon in or about a
vehicle if that person "reasonably and in good faith believes" that he
needs the weapon for his protection. The Governor observed that the
subjective nature of this provision would make enforcement of the
concealed weapons law almost impossible.
The Governor stated that confusion was also caused because the "reasonably
and in good faith believes" provision permits the possession of a
"concealed weapon" for self protection, but not a firearm. The definition
of "weapon" in Chapter 790 specifically excepts firearms which are
defined separately.

The Governor observed that there were sound policy reasons for prohibiting
the possession of weapons which are readily accessible for use in a
vehicle. The primary reason is that a law enforcement officer
approaching a vehicle should expect that weapons are not readily
accessible for immediate use. The Governor was also concerned that
ready access to firearms may jeopardize citizens in situations such
as an argument about a traffic accident.
B. Staff Comments:

The Governor stated that he would support legislation that made it
lawful to possess a concealed firearm in a vehicle if it were securely
encased or otherwise not readily accessible for immediate use.
On March 23, 1982 the House introduced and passed HB 1173 which made
two substantial changes to CS/HB 34. The first change is that the
"reasonably and in good faith believes" language was deleted. The
second change is that a definition of "securely encased" was added.
A firearm in a glove compartment, in a gun case, or in a closed box
which requires a lid to be opened for access will be lawful.
HB 1173 was approved by the Governor on April 5, 1982 and went into
effect on that date. Chapter 82-131, Laws of Florida.
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I. SUMMARY

A. Present Situation:

Section 790.0 01(2), Florida Statutes, defines "concealed firearm" as any
firearm carried on or about a person in a manner than conceals the
firearm from the ordinary si�ht of another person. In Ensor v. State,
40 3So.2d 349 (Fla. 1981), the Florida Supreme Court addressed the
question: Under what circumstances is a firearm "concealed"? The
Court stated that for a firearm to be concealed it must be on or about
the person and hidden from the ordinary sight of another person. The
Court went onto say that the "on or about the person" test means
physically on the person or readily accessible to him. The Court found
that this generally includes the interior of an automobile and the glove
compartment, whether it is locked or not. The Court defined the term
"ordinary sight of another person " as the "casual and ordinary observatior
of another in the normal associations of life." The Court stated that
the ordinary observation by people does not generally include the floor
board of a vehicle, whether or not a weapon is wholly or partially
visible.
Section 790.25 describes lawful uses of firearms and lists numerous
exceptions to the licensin9 requirements in section 790.60 and to the
prohibition against carrying unconcealed weapons in section 790.50 .

Some of the exceptions in 790.25(3) are people who are hunting, camping,
fishing, or firing a weapon for testing or target practice. These
exceptions also apply while those people are traveling to and from
those activities. People who are traveling by private conveyance when
the weapon is securely encased or in a public conveyance when the
weapon is securely encased and is not in the person's manual possession
are also excepted.

8. Effect of Proposed Changes:

This bill amends subsection 790.25(2) by deleting the language that
states "This section shall not authorize carrying a concealed weapon
without a permit as prohibited by section 790.01...."

This bill also amends the exception for those people traveling by
private or public conveyance. The effect is that a person may lawfully
carry a firearm in a private conveyance if the firearm is in a container
that is locked or designed to render the weapon not readily accessible
for immediate use. Those persons traveling by public conveyance could
lawfully have a weapon that is securely encased, unloaded, and not in
the person's manual or constructive possession.

II. ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE
A. Public: None.

8. Government: None.

'i
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III. COMMENTS

This bill, at least arguably, does not clarify whether or not a person
can carry a concealed weapon if that person is within one of the
exceptions listed in section 790.25(3), other than the one relating to
persons traveling by private or public conveyance. By deleting the
language "This section shall not authorize carrying a concealed weapon
without a permit as prohibited by s. 790.01 and s. 790.02" from section
790.25(2), it appears that the sponsor intended that those sections
should not apply to the exceptions listed in section 790.25.

Subsection 790.25(3) is entitled "Exceptions" and reads in part "The
provisions of ss. 790.05 and 790.06 shall not apply in the following
instances. • . ." If that provision were amended to include "s. 790.01",
it would be clear that s. 790.01 would not apply to a person within one
of the exceptions.
In summary, since 790.06 (the licensing provision), does not apply to
the exceptions, one can assert that it is permissible for a person within
one of the exceptions to carry a concealed firearm. The counter argument
is if that were the legislative intent, the Legislature would have
referred to s. 790.01 in the exceptions provision of section 790.25(3).

IV. AMENDMENTS

#1 by Judiciary-Criminal:
This amendment by adding subsection (15) to s. 790.001 defines the
term "readily accessible for immediate use." This amendment reinstates
the language in subsection 790.25(2) that was taken out of existing law
in the original bill. The new subsection 790.25(5) provides that it
shall be lawful to carry a concealed weapon in a private conveyance if
the weapon is securely encased or not readily accessible for immediate use.
#2 by Judiciary-Criminal:
Conforms title to the amendment.
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I. SUMMARY
A. Present Situation:
Section 790.001(2), Florida Statutes, defines "concealed firearm" as any
firearm carried on or about a person in a manner than conceals the
firearm from the ordinary si�ht of another person. In Ensor v. State,
403 So.2d 349 (Fla. 1981), the Florida Supreme Court addressed the
question: Under what circumstances is a firearm "concealed"? The
Court stated that for a firearm to be concealed it must be on or about
the person and hidden from the ordinary sight of another person. The
Court went onto say that the "on or about the person" test means
physically on the person or readily accessible to him. The Court found
that this gener�lly_ includes the-in-t,erior of an automobile and the glove
compartment, whether it is locked or not. The Court defined the term
"ordinary sight of another person" as the "casual and ordinary observatior
of another in the normal associations of life." The Court stated that
the ordinary observation by people does not generally include the floor
board of a vehicle, whether or not a weapon is wholly or partially
visible.
Section 790.25 describes lawful uses of firearms and lists numerous
exceptions to the licensing requirements in section 790.06 and to the
prohibition against carrying unconcealed weapons in section 790.05.

Some of the exceptions in 790.25(3) are people who are hunting, camping,
fishing, or firing a weapon for testing or target practice. These
exceptions also apply while those people are traveling to and from
those activities. People who are traveling by private conveyance when
the weapon is securely encased or in a public conveyance when the
weapon is securely encased and is not in the person's manual possession
are also excepted.

B. Effect of Proposed Changes:

This bill amends subsection 790.25(2) by deleting the language that
states "This section shall not authorize carrying a concealed weapon
without a permit as prohibited by section 790.01 •••• "

This bill also amends the exception for those people traveling by
private or public conveyance. The effect is that a person may lawfully
carry a firearm in a private conveyance if the firearm is in a container
that is locked or designed to render the weapon not readily accessible
for immediate use. Those persons traveling by public conveyance could
lawfully have a weapon that is securely encased, unloaded, and not in
the person's manual or constructive possession.

II. ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE
A. Public: None.

B. Government: None.
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III. COMMENTS
This bill, at least arguably, does not clarify whether or not a person
can carry a concealed weapon if that person is within one of the
exceptions listed in section 790.25(3), other than the one relating to
persons traveling by private or public conveyance. By deleting the
language "This section shall not authorize carrying a concealed weapon
without a permit as prohibited by s. 790.01 and s. 790.02" from section
790.25(2), it appears that the sponsor intended that those sections
should not apply to the exceptions listed in section 790.25.
Subsection 790.25(3) is entitled "Exceptions" and reads in part "The
provisions of ss. 790.05 and 790.06 shall not apply in the following
instances. • • ." If that provision were amended to include "s. 790.01",
it would be clear that s. 790.01 would not apply to a person within one
of the exceptions.
In summary, since 790.06 (the licensing provision), does not apply to
the exceptions, one can assert that it is permissible for a person within
one of the exceptions to carry a concealed firearm. The counter argument
is if that were the legislative intent, the Legislature would have
referred to s. 790.01 in the exceptions provision of section 790.25(3).

CS/HB 34 was further amended by the Senate and the House and passed both
chambers on March 10, 1982. The Governor vetoed CS/HB 34 on March 22, 1982
A similar bill, HB 1173, was introduced in the House and passed the House
as amended on March 23, 1982. HB 1173 passed the Senate on March 25, 1982
and was approved by the Governor on April 5, 1982. Chapter 82-131, Laws
of Florida.

IV. AMENDMENTS

#1 by Judiciary-Criminal:
This amendment by adding subsection (15) to s. 790.001 defines the
term "readily accessible for immediate use." This amendment reinstates
the language in subsection 790.25(2) that was taken out of existing law
in the original bill. The new subsection 790.25(5) provides that it
shall be lawful to carry a concealed weapon in a private conveyance if
the weapon is securely encased or not readily accessible for immediate use.
#2 by Judiciary-Criminal:
Conforms title to the amendment.
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March 22, 1982

Honorable Ralph H. Haben, Jr.
Speaker,,, Florida House of
Representatives
420 The Capitol
Tallahassee, Florida 32301

.

Dear Mr. Speaker:
By the authority vested in me as Governor of Florida, under
the provisions of Article III, Section 8 of the Constitution
of the State of Florida, I hereby withhold my approval of
and transmit to you with my objections Committee Substitute
for House Bill 34, enacted by the Seventh Legislature of
Florida under the Florida Constitution, 1968 Revision,
during the Regular Session of 1982, and entitled:
An act relating to weapons and firearms, adding
subsection (15} to s. 790.001, Florida Statutes;
defining "readily accessible for immediate use";
adding subsection (5) to s. 790.25, Florida
Statutes, providing that possession of a concealed
firearm or other wea�on within the interior of a
private conveyance is lawful under certain condi
tions; providing an effective date.
This bill permits a person to possess a concealed weapon or
firearm in the interior of a vehicle if the weapon or firearm
is securely encased or if it is not readily accessible for
immediate use. The bill also provides that it is lawful to
possess a concealed weapon in or about a vehicle if a
person "reasonably believes" it is necessary for his protection
from criminal activity and for self defense.
The people have a right to know what they can and cannot do
with a gun in their vehicle. In seeking to clarify the
concealed weapons law, this legislation instead adds confusion
to a chapter of the Florida Statutes already beset by lack
of clarity.

Honorable Ralph H. Haben, Jr.
March 22, 1982
Page 2
There are sound policy reasons for the prohibition against
having a concealed weapon which is loaded and readily accessible
for use in a vehicle.
The primary reason is this: a law enforcement officer, upon
approaching a vehicle, should be able to observe the interior
for firearms or other weapons and he should have a reasonable
expectation that if there are concealed firearms or other
weapons in that vehicle, they are not readily accessible for
immediate use.
None of,us would want to be responsible for a police officer
losing his life because he was unable to observe lethal
weapons in the interior of a vehicle.
In our diligence to win the war against crime, we must never
abandon our foremost obligation to the safety of the public
and the protection of law enforcement officers who each day
put their lives on the front lines of that battle.
The right of law-abiding individuals to carry weapons is
unquestioned; such a right, however, is clouded by this
bill's vague authorization for the concealment of such
weapons and threatens the safety of the law-abiding citizens
we seek to protect.
If we are unwilling to protect the law enforcement officers
who are sworn to defend us, our State's pledge to guard its
citizens from criminals becomes meaningless.
·Last year, alone, six law enforcement officers were killed
in the line of duty in Florida; 5,438 offi6ers were assaulted
and 451 of these assaults were committed by individuals with
firearms. Such loss of life and injury is intolerable: We
must seek methods to reduce such harm to law enforcement
officers.
I r.�cognize that this legislation ·was enacted in response to
the Florida Supreme Court's decision in Ensor v. State,
403_So.2d 349 (Fla. 1981), which many persons construed as
prohibiting the carrying of any concealed weapon or firearm
in the passenger area of motor vehicles. The main objective
of House Bill 34, as it was originally introduced, was to
clarify the concealed weapons law so that the average citizen
would understand what he could and could not do with a gun
in his vehicle; this objective is laudable. However, the

Honorable Ralph H. Haben, Jr.
March 22, 1982
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bill, as passed, does not achieve this valid objective, but
instead creates additional confusion in an area where clarity
is essential.
Confusion is generated because the bill provides that it
shall be lawful to possess a concealed weapon in a vehicle
if a person believes in good faith that the weapon is necessary
for protection from criminal activity and for self defense.
The subjective nature of this standard would make enforcement
of this law virtually impossible.
Additionally, the language of the bill as amended is confusing
becaus-e it permits the possession of a concealed "weapon"
for self protection, but not a firearm. In Chapter 790, the
term "weapon" does not include "firearms." Section 790.001(13),
Florida Statutes, instead defines a weapon as a "dirk, metallic
knuckles, slungshot, billie, tear gas gun, chemical weapon or
device, or any other deadly weapon except a firearm or a
common pocketknife." (emphasis supplied). Thus, contrary to
the public's'perception of the bill, it does not achieve its
apparent purpose of permitting possession of a concealed
firearm for self protection.
I have been informed by several state attorneys that the
subjective nature of the self protection standard and the
confusion over the definition of "weapons" and "firearms"
would make enforcement of this law virtually impossible.
A further consequence of this legislation is that ready
access to a firearm or weapon can jeopardize the lives and
·welfare of innocent citizens. For instance, in Dade County,
many situations have been reported in which an angry argument
over a traffic accident has prompted gunshots and· injuries.
By encouraging the immediate access of weapons to motorists,
we would inadvertently encourage such appalling actions.
I am committed to dealing with the legitimate problems
regarding the ownership and proper use of guns in our society.
I will work with the bill's sponsors in the remaining days
of the legislative session in drafting a bill that will meet
the public's need for a clear statement of the circumstances
in which a person may legally possess concealed weapons or
firearms in their vehicles.
I strongly urge the Legislature to re-address this subject
during the current session.

Honorable Ralph H. Haben, Jr.
March 22, 1982
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I will support legislation which clearly provides that it is
legal to possess a concealed firearm or other weapon in a
private vehicle if it is securely encased or is otherwise
not readily accessible for immediate use, and which permits
the carrying of rifles or shotguns anywhere in a private
vehicle as long as they are carried £or a lawful purpose.
For the above reasons, I am withholding my approval of
Committee Substitute for House Bill 34, Regular Session of
the Legislature, commencing on January 18, 1982, and,do
hereby v�to the same.

Governor
BG/srw
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Steve,
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The Governor did not mention the
Senator's name.
For the sake of all concerned,
especially those people who
really care about this issue,
could we'try to get together
and work something out?

JAMES E. EATON
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL
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MEMORAN'IJUM

To:

Capital Press

From:

Don North

Date:

November 23, 1981

The Department of Legal Affairs is receiving numerous inquiries
from the public and the media concerning a ruling of the Florida Supreme
Court in a concealed weapons case. Attorney General Jim Smith has issued
the following statement to help clarify the effect of the decision.
0

The court ruled in Ensor v. State of Florida that although a
portion of a derringer pistol could be seen protruding from under
the floor mat of a vehicle the weapon could still qualify as being
concealed if it were hidden from the ordinary sight of the average
person. The court returned the case to the trial court for a jury
decision on that question.
The ruling apparently has caused great confusion among hunters
and gun hobbyists over how to legally carry weapons in a vehicle.
The ruling did not prohibit weapons from being carried in
vehicles in open view, but it said that just because a weapon can be
seen by some does not preclude it being ruled a concealed weapon,

"'

"The critical question turns on whether an individual, standing
near a person with a firearm or beside a vehicle in which a person
with a firearm is seated, may by ordinary observation know the
questioned object to be a firearm," said the court, adding that the
determination "rests upon the trier of fact under the circumstances
·,
of each case."
The court stressed that the observations of a trained law
enforcement officer and those of the average person "are clearly
not the same."
There are two tests under Florida law:
1.
2.

Whether the weapon is concealed from ordinary sight •.,
Whether it is on or about the person in possession of �t.

Weapons may be carried unsheathed in the window. _racks of pickup
trucks and on the seats of vehicles within reach of the passengers or
operators so long as they are within ordinary sight.
Weapons may be carried concealed in vehicles so long as they
are not on or about the person in possession.
Obviously, the prudent thing for hunters and others to do is·
carry weapons unsheathed in open view if within reach. If the weapon
is to be concealed, it should be unquestionably out of reach, as in
a locked trunk.
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FL()RIO\. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVE...',
RALPH H. HADEN, JR, Spe•kerlBARRY K\JTUN, Speaker pro tempore
COMMITfEE ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Lawrence J. Smith
Chairman
Robert Reynold•
Vice Chairman

STAFF SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS
DATE:

HB 34 by Rep. Hollingsworth,
Fontana, Thompson, Foster and
Clements relating to weapons and
firearms

REVISED:

Other Committees of Reference:
None

SENATE BILL:

I.

October 6, 1981

REVISED:

SUMMARY
A.

PRESENT SITUATION:

Section 790.001(2), Florida Statutes, currently defines
"concealed firearm" as any firearm carried on or about a person in
such a manner as to conceal the firearm from the ordinary sight of
another person. Section 790.01, Florida Statutes, provides that
any person carrying a concealed firearm on or about his person
shall be guilty of a third degree felony.
B.

EFFECT OF PROPOSED CHANGES:

This bill would specifically exclude from the definition
of "concealed firearm" a firearm carried in a closed dashboard
compartment of a motor vehicle, or a rifle or shotgun carried behinf
the front seat of a truck.
II.

FISCAL IMPACT
None Apparent

III.

COMMENTS

In light of the recent Florida Supreme Court decision,
Ensor v. State.case No. 57,817 (Fla. June 4, 1981, reh. den. Sept.
25, 1981) the introducers believe that this clarification is
�ecess�ry to ensure that citizens may continue to carry firearms
1n vehicles out of ordinary sight lines.
In Ensor law enforcement officials peered into an auto
mobile which had been stopped for a traffic violation and saw a
portion of a pistol protruding from under the passenger floormat.
The Supreme Court held that the subsequent seizure of the "concealed"
firearm was justified and thus affirmed the defendant's conviction
for carrying an unlicensed concealed firearm, (prohibited by Section
790.01, Florida Statutes) a third degree felony carrying a term of
imprisonment not exceeding five (5) years and a fine not to exceed
$5,000.00.

Jan,aa E. E•ton, Staff Director
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Staff review of this case indicates that under the current
statute and recent Florida case law, a firearm in an automobile
passenger compartment must be visible in "the casual and ordinary
observation of another person" to remain outside the prohibition
The sponsors believe that it is
against "concealed firearms".
undesirable to require that firearms in automobiles be in plain
view because of the increased possibility that the firearms will
be stolen or used in haste.
IV.

AMENDMENTS

Prepared by:
Staff Director:
Copy to Sponsor:
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STAFF SU�.iMARY

&

ANALYSIS

DATE: October 1, 1981
CS for HB 34 by Committee on Criminal
Justice and Wayne Hollingsworth relating
REVISED: January 15, 1982
to weapons and firearms
Other Committees of Reference:
None

I.

REVISED:
SENATE BILL:

SUMMARY
A.

PRESENT SITUATION:

Section 790.25(2), Florida Statutes, provides that said
section designating specific lawful ownership, possession and uses
of firearms and other weapons shall not authorize the carrying of
a concealed weapon without a permit. (prohibited by §§790.01 and
790.02, Florida Statutes)
Section 790.25(3), Florida Statutes, provides that the pro
visions of §790.05, (which makes it a second degree misdemeanor to
carry a pistol or certain other weapon without a permit), and
§790.06 (providing for procurement of a license to carry a pistol
or other weapon) shall not apply to the following list of excepted
persons.
(a) Members of the MiJitia, National Guard, Florida
State Guard, Army, navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, Coast
Guard, the organized reserves, and other armed forces
of the state and of the United States, when on duty,
or when trainin9 or preparing themselves for military
duty, or while subject to recall or mobilization;
(b) Citizens of Florida subject to duty in the
Armed Forces under s. 2, Art. X of the State Consti
tution, chapters 250 and 251, and under federal laws
when on duty or when training or preparing themselves
for military duty;
(c) Persons carrying our or training for civil
defense duties under chapter 252;
(d) Sheriffs, marshals, prison or jail wardens,
policemen, Florida highway patrolmen, game wardens,
revenue officers, forest officials, special officers
appointed under the provisions of chapter 354, and
other peace and law enforcement officers, their
deputies and assistants, full-time paid peace officers
of other states and of the Federal Government who are
carrying out official duties while in Florida;

Jameo E. Eaton, Staff Director

331 HoUN Office Builcllnl, Tallahqoee, Florid■ 32301 (IICM) 488-8886
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(e) Officers or employees of the state or United
States duly authorized to carry a concealed weapon;
(f) Guards or messengers of common carriers,
express companies, armored car carriers, mail
carriers, banks, and other financial institutions,
while actually employed in and about the shipment,
transportation, or delivery of any money, treasure,
bullion, bonds, or other thing of value within this
state;
(g) Regularly enrolled members of any organization
duly authorized to purchase or receive weapons from
the United States or from this state, or regularly
enrolled members of clubs organized for target, skeet,
or trapshooting, while at, or going to or from
shooting practice; or regularly enrolled members of
clubs organized for modern or antique firearms col
lecting, while such members are at or going to or
from their collectors' gun shows, conventions, or
exhibits;
(h) A person while engaged in fishing, camping, or
lawful hunting, or while going to or returning from a
fishing, camping, or lawful hunting expedition;
(i) A person engaged in the business of manufac
turing, repairing, or dealing in firearms, or the agent
or representative of any such person while engaged in
the lawful course of such business;
(j) A person firing weapons for testing or target
practice under safe conditions and in a safe place
not prohibited by law, or while going to or from said
place;
(k) A person firing weapons in a safe and secure
indoor range for testing and target practice;

(1) Any person traveling by private conveyance when
the weapon is securely encased, or in a public convey
ance when the weapon is securely encased and not in
person's manual possession;
(m) Any person while carrying a pistol unloaded
and in a secure wrapper, concealed or otherwise,
from the place of purchase to his home or place of
business or to a place of repair or back to his home
or place of business;
(n) A person possessing arms at his home or place
of business;
(o) Investigators employed by the several public
defenders of the state,while actually carrying out
official duties within the judicial circuits in which
they are employed, provided said investigators:
1.

Are employed on a full-time basis;
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2. Meet the official training standards for
firearms as established by the Police Standards
and Training Commission as provided in s. 943.12(1)
and the requirements of ss. 493.21(2) (a) and 943.13
( 1)-(4 ) ; and
3. Are individually designated by an affidavit
of consent signed by the employing public defender
and filed with the clerk of the circuit court in the
county in which the employing public defender resides.
B.

EFFECT OF PROPOSED CHANGES

This bill would delete the provision of §790.25(2) which
mandated that this section shall not authorize the carrying of
a concealed weapon. Without this specific proscription, it appears
that §790.25 may now be interpreted to allow the carrying of a
concealed weapon in some circumstances.
The most significant effect of this legislation is that
§790.01 has been added to §790.25(3). The effect of this change
means that the provisions of §790.01 shall not apply to the list
of persons listed above in "PRESENT SITUATION". Section 790.01
makes it a first degree misdemeanor to carry a concealed weapon
or electric weapon, and a third degree felony to carry a concealed
firearm on or about one's person. Essentially, under this legis
lation, the persons listed above could carry a concealed weapon or
firearm and would in no manner be in violation of the law.
Additionally, this bill expands subsection (1) of §790.25
listed above. It provides that any person travelling in a private
conveyance when the weapon is securely encased or in a locked
compartment (including a glove compartment or other lockable
interior compartment) or is so placed in the interior of a private
conveyance (auto, truck, etc.) in such a manner so as to render
the weapon not readily accessible for immediate use shall not be
in violation of the concealed firearms statute. Further, in a
public conveyance, (taxi, bus, plane, etc.) if the weapon is securely
encased, unloaded and not in the person's manual or constructive
possession, it appears that the person will not be in violation of
the concealed firearms statute.
It should be kept in mind that subsection (1) of §790.25 is
designed to operate as an exception to the provisions of §§790.05,
790.06 and under this bill §790.01 (the concealed firearms statute).
II.

FISCAL IMPACT
None apparent.

III.

COMMENTS

In light of the recent Florida Supreme Court decision in
Ensor v. State, 403 So. 2d 349 (Fla. 1981), the introducers believe
that this clarification is necessary to ensure that citizens may
continue to carry firearms in vehicles out of ordinary sight lines.
In Ensor law enforcement officials peered into an automobile
which had been stopped for a traffic violation and saw a portion of
a pistol protruding from under the passenger floormat. The Supreme
Court held that the subsequent seizure of the "concealed" firearm
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was justified and thus affirmed the defendant's conviction for
carrying an unlicensed concealed firearm, (prohibited by Section
790.01, Florida Statutes) a third degree felony carrying a term
of imprisonment not exceeding five (5) years and a fine not to
exceed $5,000.00.
Staff review of this case indicates that under the current
statute and recent Florida case law, a firearm in an automobile
passenger compartment must be visible in the "casual and ordinary
observation of another person" to remain outside the prohibition
against "concealed firearms". The sponsors believe that it is
undesirable to require that firearms in automobiles be in plain
view because of the increased possibility that the firearms will
be stolen or used in haste.
It should be noted that the term "constructive possession"
may be interpreted in a very broad manner so as to include every
place in the interior of a conveyance, if the person was aware that
the weapon was there. The sponsor intends that the term "construc
tive possession" shall be interpreted to require close proximity
to the person.
While the bill as drafted insures an exception from the
concealed weapons law for firearms placed in locked compartments,
all other situations will still require a case by case analysis.
IV.

AMENDMENTS

Prepared by:
Staff Director:
Copy to Sponsor:
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Major Karl Adams

FROM:

Jim Eaton

RE:

Correspondence from Marion P. Hammer on
concealed weapons

o/-.

We have been aware of the Ensor opinion for
some time. Approximately one month ago, Bill Quattle
baum drafted a bill for Rep. Hollingsworth which would
clarify the situation so that a firearm placed in the
glove compartment would not be considered a "concealed
weapon." The bill would also exclude rifles placed
behind the seat from the definition of "concealed
weapon." Rep. Hollingsworth has several co-sponsors
for the bill and has prefiled it. If we may be of
further assistance on this matter, let us know.
JE/kp

Hall
S.L. Clement.a Richard Crotty A.M. Fontana Charles A.
Joe Lang Kershaw Dexter Lehtinen Elvm L. Martinez Bruce McEwan
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Dear Representative Haben:
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Marion P. Hammer

VICE PRESIDENT
Nathan Arenson, M.D.
Gulf Breeze

LEGISLATIVE CHAIRMAN
H.T. Sorensen
Tallahassee

FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
v.
DEPARTMENT oF STATE
.t'
R. A. GRAY su1Lo1NG

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
Sara S. Alligood

The Florida Supreme Court has issued an op1n1on that could
make felons of law abiding citizens who carry firearms in
their automobiles or pick up trucks. On June 4, 1981, in
Elton E. Ensor v. State of Florida the Court ruled:
1.

that a firearm in open view can also simultaneously
be a "concealed weapon".

2.

that a firearm in a glove compartment constitutes
carrying a "concealed weapon".

3.

that a firearm securely encased in a holster under
an automobile seat is no different than carrying
a gun in a shoulder holster under a coat.

4.

that "on or about the person" means in the
interior of a vehicle.

Unified Sportsmen of Florida along with the National Rifle
Association filed an Amicus Curiae Brief in this case
following the defense motion for rehearing and clarifi
cation. Our intent was not to address the case in point
but rather to address the dictum that went far beyond
the case.
The Supreme Court, at this point in time, has not ruled on
these motions so the opinion is not yet final. Nonetheless,
the enclosed article of the Lakeland Ledger is typical of
what is already happening around the state.
We, realistically, do not believe the Supreme Court will
recede from the dictum effecting the firearms rights of
Florida's law abiding citizens, so we will be working with
the Attorney General's Office on legislation to correct
this problem.
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We hope that you will help us and cosponsor this legislation.
A draft will be forwarded to you as soon as it is completed.
A copy of the Supreme Court opinion is enclosed. If we may
answer any questions for you or supply you with additional
information don't hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
��

Marion P. Hammer
Executive Director
MPH/sa
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SUMMARY
A.

Present Situation:
Section 790.001(2), Florida Statutes, defines "concealed
firearm" as any firearm carried on or about a person in
a manner that conceals the firearm from the ordinary sight
of another person. In Ensor v. State, 403 So.2d 349
(Fla. 1981), the Florida Supreme Court addressed the
question: Under what circumstances is a firearm
"concealed"? The Court stated that for a firearm to be
concealed it must be on or about the person and hidden
from the ordinary sight of another person. The Court
went on to say that the "on or about the person" test
means physically on the person or readily accessible to
him. The Court found that this generally includes the
interior of an automobile and the glove compartment,
whether it is locked or not. The Court defined the term
"ordinary sight of another person" as "the casual and
ordinary observation of another in the normal associations
of life." The Court stated that the ordinary observation
by people does not generally include the floorboard of a
vehicle, whether or not a weapon is wholly or partially
visible.
Section 790.001, Florida Statutes, defines certain words
and phrases for the purposes of Chapter 790. The phrase
"securely encased" is not defined in section 790.001, but
it is used elsewhere in Chapter 790.
Section 790.25 describes lawful uses of firearms and lists
numerous exceptions to the licensing requirements in
section 790.06 and to the prohibition against carrying
unconcealed weapons in section 790.05.
Some of the exceptions in 790.25(3) are people who are
hunting, camping, fishing, or firing a weapon for testing or
target practice. These exceptions also apply while those
people are traveling to and from those activities. People
who are traveling by private conveyance when the weapon is
securely encased or in a public conveyance when the weapon
is securely encased and is not in the person's manual
possession are also excepted.

B.

reproduced
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Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill defines "securely encased" and amends the
exception for those people traveling by private or public
conveyance. The effect is that a person may lawfully carry
a firearm in a private conveyance if the firearm is in a
container that is locked or designed to render the weapon
not readily retrievable. Those persons traveling by public
conveyance could lawfully have a weapon that is securely
encased and not in the person's manual or constructive
possession.
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SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT
Analyst: J.Hintz
Staff Di rector: P.Liepshutz
Subject: Weapons and firearms

Bill No. And Sponsor:
SB 356 by Senator Carlucci

This bill also amends subsection 790.25(2) by deleting the
language that states "This section shall not authorize
carrying a concealed weapon without a permit as prohibited
by section 790.01 . . . . " Subsection 790.25(3), as
amended, provides that the prohibition against carrying
concealed weapons in section 790.01 shall not apply to the
exceptions listed in 790.25(3). The effect of this
amendment is that any of the persons who are excepted, such
as those people who are fishing, camping, or hunting, may
carry concealed firearms.
II.

III.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE
A.

Public:

B.

Government:

COMMENTS
None.

IV.

AMENDMENTS
None.

None.
None.
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EL�ON E. ENSOR, Petitioner,

v.
STATE OF FLORIDA, Respondent.

[June 4, 1981]

OVERTON, J.
This is a petition for certiorari to review a decision of
the Fourth District Court of Appeal, State v. Ensor, 375 So.
2d 13 (Fla. 4th DCA 19i9), which we find directly conflicts with
Pcrchav v. State, 321 So. 2d 439 (Fla. 1st DCA 1975); Christian
v. State, ·303 So. 2c: 405 (Fla. 3d DCA 19i4), �- denied, 314
So. 2d 778 (Fla. 1375); and State v. Day, 301 So. 2d 469 (Fla.
1st DCA 1974), � denied, 312 So. 2d 748 (Fla. 1975). We grant
1 The issue to be determined i
s whether
the petition for review.
an object observed from a "pre-intrusive open view" and believed
by a trained police officer to be a weapon can also
simultaneously be a "concealed weapon" prohibited l.!nder section
790.01, Florida Statutes (1977).

We answer the question in the

affirmative, holding that what an officer observes in carrying
ou1: his duties and what the average person may see from "ordinary
observation" are not necessarily the sane.
of the ins1:ant district court decision.

1

Art. V, § 3 (b) (3), .rla. Cc::st.

We affirm the result

..l.._
�a.� we.ar ��'I

The facts are undisputed.

On October 8, 1977, at about

2:35 a.m., two plainclothes policemen in an unmarked cruiser
spotted a yellow Pinto exiting a parking lot following eight to
ten motorcycles.

The Pinto proceeded some ten blocks without its

headlights turned on.

Considering it a traffic hazard, the

policemen sounded their siren and flashed their blue dash light
It proceeded another two

to signal the Pinto to pull over.
blocks before stopping.

The officers pulled in behind,

identified themselves, and instructed the Pinto's two occupants
to step to their vehicle's rear.

Petitioner was the passenger.

At about the same time, two other plainclothes policemen arrived
at the scene to assist.

While the first two officers questioned

the Pinto's driver and petitioner, the second two stepped forward
to look into the vehicle with their flashlights for hidden
passengers, weapons, or other contraband in accordance with
normal police procedure.

Peering through the front windshield,

one officer spotted a portion of a white object protruding from
under the left side of the passenger floormat.

From squatting

and looking into the already-opened passenger door, the officer
determined the object to be a derringer pistol.

At that point,

the officer entered the vehicle and retrieved the weapon.
The state charged petitioner with carrying a concealed
weapon in violation of section 790.01.

During his subsequent

prosecution, petitioner moved to suppress the gun as being
illegally seized without a warrant.

�he state responded that the

weapon was i:. "plain view" a'nd therefore prcperly seized.
Petitioner countered that if the derringer was in "plain view,"
it could not be "concealed," and ir.oved for dismissal on that
basis.

The trial court granted the dismissal, but the Fourth

District reversed holding that a "concealed weapon" and a
"plain-view search" were not necessarily mutually e:<clusive.
The outcome of the suppression motion and the motion for
dismissal is controlled by the legality of the search and the
Th�s situation requires us to

legal status of che firear�.
ans�er two distinct questions:
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(1) whether the officers' search

and seizure was a proper intrusion into petitioner's automobile,
and (2) whether the weaJ;)on seized was in fact "concealed" under
section 790.001.

The answers are to a certain degree

interrelated.
Legalitv of Search ("Plain View" vs. "Open View" l
In addressing the first question, we note that the state
initially justified its warrantless search and seizure by arguing
that the weapon was in "plain view."

The state has, however,

confused the term "plain view" with what is properly termed "open
Petitioner and the trial and district courts have
likewise confused the terms. The error is not uncommon.2

view."

Judge Charles Moylan of the Maryland Special Court of Appeals
has proFerly defined and distinguished the terms:
In this context, we studiously avoid the
phraseology "in plain view" to avoid any
implication that the so-called "plain view
doctrine" is being invoked. That doctrine
is not here applicable. Needless confusion
is frequently engendered by the employment
in many opinions of the same phrase--"in
plain view"--to describe two vl.sually
similar but legally distinct situations.
The "plain view doctrine," as descrl.bed in
Coolidcre v. New Hampshire, 403 U.S. 443, 91
S.Ct. 2022, 29 L.Ed.2d 564, refers
exclusively to the legal justificatl.on--the
reasonableness--for the seizure of evidence
which has not been particularly descri=ed
in a warrant and which is inadvertently
spotted in the course of a constitutional
search already in progress or in the course
of an otherwise justifiable intrusl.on into
a constit�tionally protected area. It has
no applicability when the vantage poi�t
from which the "plain view" is made is not
within a constitutionally protected area.
It is, therefore literarily discreet to use
for such latter •situations some alternative
phraseology such as ("open view,"] "clearly
visible " "readily observable" "ooen to
public �aze," etc., rather th�n to.employ
the words "in ?lain view" in their purely
descriptive capacity, lest the unwary
2see,
�• United States v. Rollerson, 491 F.2d 1209 (5th
Cir. 19'74); Unl.ted States v. Story, 463 F.2d 326 (8th Cir.),
cert. denied, 409 U.S. 988 (1972); United States v. West, 460
F.2d 374 (5th Cir. 1972); United States v. Drew, 451 F.2d 230
(5th Cir. 1971); McGraw v. State, 387 So. 2d 444 (Fla. 1st DCA
1980); Porchay v. State, 321 So. 2d 439 (Fla. 1st DCA 1975);
Christian v. State, 303 So. 2d 405 (Fla. 3d DCA 1974), cer�.
de::iied, 314 So. 2d 778 {Fla. 1975); State v. Day, 301 So':""zd 469
(Fla. 1st DCA 1974), cert. denied, 312 So. 2d 748 (Fla. 1975);
People v. Gray, 37 Mich. App. 189, 194 N.W.2d 545 (1971).
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reader read them in their other and
talismanic capacity as an invocation of the
doctrine of the same name in nonintrusive
situations where it is not applicable.
, 284 A.2d 45, 47 n.l

Scales v. State, 13 Md. App. 47-l,
(1971).

The term "plain view" has been misunderstood and
misapplied because courts have made it applicable to three
distinct factual situations.

This has resulted in confusion of

the elements of the "plain view doctrine."

To eliminate this

confusion, we believe it appropriate to distinguish the true
"plain view doctrine" as established in Coolidae v. New
Hamcshire, 403 U.S. 443 (1971), from other situations where
officers observe contraband.
The first factual situation we identify as a "prior valid
intrusion."

In this situation, an officer is legally inside, by

warranc or warrant exception, a constitutionally protected area
and inadvertently observes contraband also in the protected area.
It is this situation for which the United States Supreme Court
created the "plain view doctrine" in Coolidcre and held that an
officer could constitutionally seize the contraband in "plain
view" from within this protected area.

We emphasize that it is

critical under this doctrine for the officer to be already withi�
the constitutionally protected area when he inadvertently
discovers the contraband.
We identify the second fact:.ial situation as a
"non-intrusion."

This situation occurs when beth the officer and

the contraband are in a non-constit:.itionally protected area.
Because no protected area is involved, the resulting seizure has
no fourth amendment ramifications, and, while the contraband
could be defined as i:1 "plain view," it should not be so la::;eled
to prevenc any confusion with the Coolidcre "plain view doctrine."
The third situation concerns a "pre-intrusion."

Here, the

o:ficer is located outside of a constitutionally protected area
a�d is looking inside that area.

I=

the o:ficer observes

contraband in this situation, it only furnishes him probable
cause to seize the item.

He must either obtain a warrant or have
-4-

some exception to the warrant requirement before he may enter the
protected area and seize the contraband.

As with the

non-intrusion situation, the term "plain view" should not be
employed here to prevent confusion.

For clarity, we label an

observation in the latter two non-Coolidqe situations as a
legally permissive "open view."
We find that the instant facts fit properly into the
third, pre-intrusion, category.

The police officers had stopped

the vehicle in which petitioner was a passenger pursuant to a
valid traffic arrest.

When one officer stepped forward to look

into the vehicle, he stood outside the vehicle, a nonprotected
area, and looked inside, a constitutionally protected area.

It

is clear at this point that, on seeing the firearm in "open view"
through the open car door, the officer had probable cause to
believe that the felony of possessing a concealed firearm was
being committed in his presence.

He then needed a warrant or

warrant exception before he could enter the vehicle and seize the
fireartn.

Under the facts, the officer was legally justified in

seizing the firearm without a warrant under the "automobile
exception" to the warrant requirement, the basis for warrantless
entry being the exigency of a "movable" vehicle.
379 So. 2d 648 (Fla. 1980).

Albo v. State,

See Cha::ii::ers v. Maronev, 399 U.S. 42

(1970): Carroll v. Ur.ited States, 267 U.S. 132(1925).

Cf. United

States v. Chadwick, 433 u.s. 1 (1977) (court stated that
warrantless vehicle search is justified in part because of
diminished expectation of privacy in automobile); Cardwell v.
�• 417 U.S. 583 (1974) (same).

The officer was additionally

justified in retrieving the weapon for purposes of
self-protection.

Warren v. United States, 447 F,2d 259 (9th Cir.

1971); United States v. Thompson, 420 F.2d 536 (3d Cir. 1970).
� Chimel v. California, 395 U.S. 752 (1969).

We hold therefore

that the instant seizure was clearly reasonable.
Concealed Firear�s
The second question which confronts us is:
circumstances is a firearm in fact "concealed"?
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Under what
Section 790.01,

Florida Statutes (19i7), reads in pertinent part:
(2) Whoever shall carrv a concealed
firearm on or about his person shall be
guilty of a felony of the third
degree. • . .
Concealed firearm is defined by section 790.001(2), Florida
Statutes (1977):
"Concealed firearm" means any firearm
. when the same is carried on or about
a person in such a manner as to conceal
said firearm from the ordinary sight cf
another person.
This Court has not previously addressed what constitutes a
concealed weapon under these sections.

The district court

decisions are conflicting and irreconcilable.
The Third District Court of Appeal has held that a pistol
in an automobile glove compartment comprises a concealed firearm.
State v. Butler, 325 So. 2d 55 (Fla. 3d DCA 1976).

The First

District, one day later, in Sutton v. State, 327 So. 2d 234 (Fla.
1st DCA), �- denied, 334 So. 2d 608 (Fla. 1976), said a
firearm in a closed automobile glove compartment was not
concealed within the meaning of chapter 790.

The Third Dis�rict

has held that a firearm underneath a defendant's automobile seat
and totally obscure from view was concealed.
251 So. 2d 633 (Fla. 3d DCA 1971).

Lawson v. State,

The Second District, on the

other hand, held that a revolver out of view under the
defendant's front seat but holstered with a leather strap snapped
over the hammer was not concealed.
785 (Fla. 2d DCA 1975).

State v. Hanican, 312 So. 2d

�he First and Third District Courts have

stated that any time a weapon is open to an cfficer's
observation, it is no� concealed.

Specifically, the courts

determined that a handgun was not concealed when it was
protruding from under d�fendant's automobile seat and partially
visible from peering through the vehicle window.

Christian v.

� 303 So. 2d 405 (Fla. 3d CCA 1974), �- denied, 314 So. 2d
778 (Fla. 1975); State v. Day, 301 So. 2d 469 (Fla. 1st DCA
1974), �- denied, 312 So. 2d 748 (Fla. 1975).

Yet, �he Fourth

District Court in the instant case held that a pistol under the
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front seat and partially visible from the front windshield could
qualify as a concealed weapon.
Other jurisdictions with concealed weapon statutes similar
to Florida's have considered the instant question.

The majority

of those jurisdictions have concluded that a weapon need not be
totally hidden from view to constitute a "concealed weapon" for
purposes of prosecution under the respective statutes.3 For
example, in Hularkev v. State, 201 Wis. 429, 230 ti.N. 76 (1930),
the defendant reached into his automobile during an altercation
and withdrew a ,32 Colt automatic revolver from a small shelf
behind the driver's seat.

In affirming defendant's conviction

for possessing a concealed firearm, the court said, "[i)f the
weapon is hidden from ordinary observation, it is concealed.
Absolute invisibility to other persons is not indispensable to
concealment."

Id. at 432, 230 N.W. at 77.

Similarly, in People v. Williams, 39 Ill. App. 3d 129, 350
N.E.2d Bl (1976), a police officer viewed a .38 caliber pistol
lying on the rear floorboard of defendant's automobile.

The

3see Driggers v. State, 123 Ala. 46, 26 So. 512 (1899)
(pistoI7iartially in defendant's pocket and covered with hand);
McKee v. State, 488 P.2d 1039 (Alaska 1971) ("rnexican toothpick"
knife partially in defendant's pocket: jury question as to
concealment): People v. May, 33 Cal. App. 3d 888, 109 Cal. Rptr.
396 (1973) (Derringer in defendant's rear pocket made bulge and
had silver top slightly protruding); Marshall v. Stc1te, 129 Ga.
App. 733, 200 S.E.2d 902 (1973) (handle of pistol tucked in
defendant's pants but visible to some extant through split in
defendant's shirt): State v. McNary, 100 Idaho 244, 596 P.2d 417
(1979): People v. Euctice, 371 Ill. 159, 20 N.E. 2d 83 (1939)
(pistol on rear floorboard of defendant's vehicle); People v.
Williams, 39 Ill. App. 3d 129, 350 }1.E.2d 81 (1976) (same);
Prince v. Commonwealth, 277 S.W.2d 470 (Ky. 1955) (automatic
handgun in pocket with butt sticking out): Shipley v. State, 243
Md. 262, 220 A.2d 585 (1966) (dirk E)rotruding from
under driver's seat of defendant's automobile); People v.
Charron, 54 Mich. App. 26, 220 N.W.2d 216 (1974) (knife slightly
protruding from defendant's rear pocket); People v. Jones, 12
Hich. App. 293, 162 N.W.2d 847 (1968) (butt of gun "poking" out
of defandant's pocket and completely hidden from view when
defendant seated in automobile); State v. Bordeaux, 337 S.W.2d 47
(Mo. 1960); Kennedy v. State, 171 Neb. 160, 105 N.W.2d 710
(1960); State v. Rabatin, 25 N.J. Super. 24, 95 A.2d 431 (1953):
State v. Pettit, 20 Ohio App. 2d 170, 252 �.E.2d 325 (1969)
(knife with six-inch blade in sheath under E)assenger seat of
defendant's automobile nevertheless concealed); Mularkev v.
State, 201 Wis. 429, 230 N.W. 76 (1930) (.32 Colt autom;tic
revolver on shelf behind driver's seat of defendant's
automobile).
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weapon could not be seen except from the side window view and was
easily accessible to defendant.

The Illinois appellate court

affirmed defendant's concealed weapon conviction and pointed out:
"It is well settled in Illinois that a weapon is 'concealed'
even though there is some notice of its presence to an
alert police officer who can see par� of the gun when ne
approached [sic! the vehicle."

Id. at 131, 350 �.E.2d at a3.

The Alabama Supreme Court set forth its standard in the
early case of Driggers v. State, 123 Ala. 46, 49, 26 So. 512, 514
"[Ilf the pistol is carried on the person under such

(1899}:

conditions that it is hidden from view from the observation of
persons coming in contact with the person carrying it, casually
observing his person, this is a concealment, and in violation of
the statute."
We agree with the majority view and find that absolute
invisibility is not a necessary element to a finding of
concealment under section 790.001.

The operative language of

that section establishes a two-fold test.

For a firearm to be

concealed, it must be (1) on or about the person and (2} hidden
from the ordinary sight of another pe.?:son.

The term "on or about

the person" means physically on the person or readily accessible
to him.

This generally includes the inte.?:ior of an automobile

and the vehicle's glove compartment, whether or not locked.

The

term "ordinary sight of another person" means the casual and
ordinary obse.?:vation of another in the normal associations of
life.

Ordinary obser�ation-by a person other than a police

officer does not generally include the floorboard of a vehicle,
whether or not the weapon is wholly or partially visible.
Further, the fact that a firearm is encased in a holster does not
remove it from the application of section 790.001.

A firear�

encased in a holster and hidden under an automobile seat is no
di!ferent than a traditionally concealed firear� in a shoulder
holster under one's coat.

Both ap9ear to be outside the

"ordinary sight of another persoc."
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These statements are not intended as absolute standards.
Their purpose is to �ake it clear that a weapon's possible
visibility from a point outside the vehicle may not, as a matter
of law, preclude the weapon from being a concealed weapon under
section 790.001.

Similarly, a weapon's location in some extreme

part of the vehicle's interior may be such that the trier of fact
finds the weapon to be not "about the person," and thus not
concealed.

In all instances, com.�on sense must prevail.

The

critical question turns on whether an individual, standing near a
person with a firearm or beside a vehicle in which a person with
a firearm is seated, may by ordinary observation know the
questioned object to be a firearm.

The ultimate decision must

rest upon the trier of fact under the circumstances of each case.
In carrying out normal procedures in making an arrest, the
officer in the instant case discovered the derringer pistol on
the vehicle's floorboard through a legally permissive "open
view."

The undisputed facts reflect, however, that the officer

could not identify the object until he looked through the open
vehicle door and under the vehicle seat.

The gun was on the

floor, partially under the mat. We find that this weapon could
qualify as hidden from the 0rd1nary sight of the average person.
It shculd be emphasi=ed that the permissible and legal
observations of a police officer in making an arrest and the
observation of an average person making normal contact with an
individual are clearly not the sa�e.

We hold that appellant's

prosecution :or possession o� a cor.cealed firearm was permissible
and that the firearm was wrongfully suppressed.

Tr.e jury should

determine whether this weapon was concealed under these facts.
In our decision, we have not considered the effect of
Florida's weapon licensing provisions or the e:fect of the
exceptions t:iereto.

See §5 790.05, .06, .25, Fla. Stat. (1979).
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The result of the instant decision of the Fourth District
court of Appeal is affirmed.

The decisions in Sutton v. State,

Porchay v. State, State v. Haniaan, Christian v. State, and State
v. Dav are hereby disapproved to the extent that they conflict
with the views expressed i� this opinion.
It is so ordered.
ENGL.\ND, ALDERMA.� and McDONALD, JJ. , Concur
SUNDBERG, C.J., Concurs in the result only
BOYD, J., Dissents with an opinion
ADKINS, J., Dissents

NOT FINAX.. l.'NTIL TL'll: EXPIRES TO FILE REHEARING MO'!'ION A.'lD, IF
FILED, DETERMINED.

BOYD, J., dissenting.
I agree with the trial court that since the weapon could
be seen by anyone looking through the windows or doors of the
automobile it was not a concealed weapon.
The majority opinion tries earnestly to define a vague
statute and explains how several appellate courts have disagreed
in construing the statute in almost identical circumstances.

I

think instead of trying to save the statute by stating our own
views of what the law should provide we should firmly urge the
legislature to define what acts and circumstances constitute
carrying a concealed weapon.
What the public generally knows, courts can notice
judicially.

The rising increase of violent crimes in which

pistols are used should demonstrate the urgent need for laws
clearly stating who may carry weapons that are concealed, and
under what circumstances, and what constitutes concealment.
Ambiguities in criminal laws must be construed against the
state.

Since Florida appellate courts would likely disagree en

whether the petitioner's possession of the derringer under his
car seat was a violation of law I would reverse the district

court and direct it to affirm the trial court's dismissal of the
criminal cha:::-c;e.
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